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BOOK REVIEWS
What we are doing to the human environment and what we can and must
do to keep it fit to live in are discussed and presented effectively. The dis-
tinguished author-wife team makes an eloquent plea "for the preservation of
natural diversity and for the creation of man-made diversity-in the hope
that the prevailing trend toward uniformity can be arrested and the world
kept a fit place for the greatest possible human variety." With the power,
the technology and the wealth, we need also the will to do.
Planning must operate with a different set of values and priorities, recog-
nizing that some qualities in our environment are irreplaceable. Furthermore
too much growth in any area will defeat the efforts of planners. Planning
against progress involves minimizing the need for private transportation by
not building a freeway that will destroy some area of civic beauty, civic
pride, and living space. It means protecting the historical site and the archi-
tectural masterpiece regardless of temptation for higher taxes from an office
building. Zoning that the community is willing to stand by, and buildings
that are distinctive and fit the character of the city and the land are other
illustrations.
In 10 chapters, illustrated, the book ranges from cities to the values of
wilderness, undisturbed lands, and natural communities. With scientists
from Pacific nations, the author believes that the preservations of places that
are unusual and relatively unchanged by man should be a subject of inter-
national concern. Where can we find some places that are not crowded-
where solitude in contact with nature can still be found? "There are many
small patches of wild or scenic country that need to be set aside. The federal
government can't do it all.... There is no point in establishing an archi-
tectural dream house in a place where the air is not fit to breathe and the
water is polluted.... The Garden of Eden has been left behind, but here
somewhere on the far side of Eden we may yet create a more livable world."
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Biological science and the biological theory of evolution are surveyed by a
distinguished geneticist. While the theory of evolution in biology is over a
century old, only recently, it is noted, has our knowledge of its physical basis
and our understanding of its dynamics progressed greatly. Long experience
is brought to many exciting new questions. Basic ideas are presented in a
manner to hold attention and to give information, accompanied by helpful
references for those who wish to dig deeper and more widely. The unity and
diversity of life, genetic continuity and change, variability, natural selection,
patterns of species formation, and evolution are among the subjects of twelve
lively chapters. Variability of populations, races, and subspecies add insights
as presented in documented discussions. New problems have replaced the
old. Discoveries of molecular geneticists have "advanced our understanding
of the origin of the evolutionary raw materials, and are throwing new light
on the dynamics of the evolutionary process itself."
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